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Introduction
Distribution is one of the fastest-changing processes in the world of logistics.
With the number of online and mobile orders on the rise, distributors are
grappling with how to best control their costs while serving customers across
multiple channels of distribution. Some call this “multi-channel distribution.”
Others refer to it as “omni-channel distribution.”
Regardless of the term, the market is moving to a buy from anywhere/ship
from anywhere/deliver to anywhere distribution model. Customers can buy
an item in a retail store, over the Internet from a PC or laptop in their home
or office, from their smartphone or their tablet or do it the old-fashioned way
and ring up a call center. That order can be filled from a distribution center,
a 3PL, a retail store or drop shipped from a manufacturer or a vendor. And it
can be shipped directly to the customer’s residence or business, picked up
at a store or delivered for pickup at a third party location.
While multi-channel distribution is thought of as a retail phenomenon, a study
conducted by Peerless Research Group on behalf of Modern Materials
Handling magazine for FORTE showed that distributors and manufacturers
are also under pressure to meet the challenges of multi-channel distribution.
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Those challenges go beyond meeting new service level expectations. They
also involve simultaneously fulfilling more orders at a faster rate and at lower
costs, improving order fulfillment and distribution efficiencies, maintaining
customer satisfaction and improving customer service among their
organizations’ top customers.

Top issues related to order management, fulfillment and distribution
54%

Reducing costs associated with order fulfillment

49%

Fulfilling more orders, faster and at lower costs
Improving order fulfillment and distribution efficiencies

45%

Maintaining customer satisfaction

44%
42%

Improving customer service

39%

Increasing margins and profitability on a per-order basis

37%

Improving order accuracy
Implementing and better utilizing technology
related to distribution and fulfillment

33%

Errors in order processing

28%

Meeting order commitment dates

27%
18%

Complexities of order management processes
Increasing the number of sales channels

14%

Inability to get an overall view of orders and inventory 10%
Increasing the number of order fulfillment channels 7%

At the same time, the research shows that multi-channel distribution is an
emerging area. No one model, technology or materials handling solution
has emerged to fit all solutions. Instead, respondents are taking a variety
of approaches to meet these new demands. Some are combining different
processes together into one multi-channel distribution center. Still others are
making investments in new software, automated materials handling systems
and labor. All of these changes are taking place in the context of reducing
costs, improving throughput and maintaining customer satisfaction.

“We face the issue of
duplicate orders. A customer
will place an order online
and then not be sure that it
went through, so they call
our call center and place an
identical order and we end
up shipping and invoicing
twice.”
— Warehouse, Distribution
Manager; Consumer Goods;
$100M – $250M
in annual revenues
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Multi-channel fulfillment is no longer the exception; it’s the norm
Order fulfillment and distribution are increasingly multi-channel processes.
In this survey, 75 percent of respondents said they were currently supporting
more than one selling channel, such as a retail store, telephone call center,
catalog fulfillment and Internet sales.
While conventional sales channels are among the most important today,
traditional and mobile e-commerce are becoming more important to a
company’s sales efforts. Asked which sales channel is the most important
today, respondents identified internal/salespeople (41 percent), traditional
e-commerce (38 percent) and call centers (23 percent) as their most
important sales channels.
In two years, however, 47 percent of respondents expect mobile
e-commerce on smartphones or tablets to be the most important sales
channel, followed by traditional Ecommerce and internal/sales personnel.

Selling channels considered most important and those now offering
Internal/salesperson

30%

Traditional e-commerce
(PC or laptop e-commerce)

Call center

Store

Catalog

EDI
Mobile e-commerce
(smartphone, iPhone® or
tablet platform-based)

67%

41%
57%

38%
40%

15%

49%

23%

17%
12%
6%
5%
19%
18%
22%
17%

37%

30%

Now provide
Now most important
Most important in two years

37%

47%
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“We will be making a greater
investment in a Web catalog.
Folks want the B to C
experience in a B to B world.”
— Corporate Management;
Wholesale Trade;
<$100M
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Similarly, brick and mortar retail sales accounted for the largest percentage
of revenues of all channels today at 27 percent. In two years, respondents
estimated that online/website sales will account for the largest percentage
of revenues at 29 percent, with brick and mortar storefronts dropping to
20 percent.

Percent of revenues being generated from…
20%

Online/Website

29%

27%

Brick and mortar storefront

20%

2%

5%

Social media

16%
4%

Call center

15%

Catalog

3%

19%

Distributors

17%

12%

Other

11%

Now

In two years
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As online sales increase as a source of revenue, managing distribution costs
becomes paramount. A slightly larger percentage of respondents indicated
that gross profit margins on online sales are lower versus sales through their
retail stores (18 percent) compared to those that said their retail store sales
margins are lower than their online sales (16 percent). A number of factors
contributed to those lower margins.

Optimal margins: Online vs. retail
Margins are equal 41%
We don’t know our margins on sales
from one or both of these channels 25%

Our online sales margins are lower
vs. sales through our retail store 18%

Our retail store sales margins
are lower vs. our online sales 16%
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These changes are occurring at a time when operational costs are in flux.
Although 10 percent of respondents realized a decrease in their fulfillment
costs during the last year, 48 percent saw their fulfillment costs go up.
Those who experienced an increase attributed the rise to transportation
costs (77 percent), labor costs (66 percent), and packaging and materials
costs (63 percent).

Areas in which costs have increased
77%
66%

63%

31%
16%
Transportation

Labor

15%

2%

Packaging Software and Outsourced
Systems
services
and materials technology
(sortation,
(WMS, WCS,
conveying
picking, etc.)
equipment, etc.)

Similarly, the staffing required to manage order processing, the requirement
to expedite some orders, shipping delays, and other transportation issues
and order entry errors are among the leading factors that most contribute to
costs related to customer orders.

Factors contributing to costs related to customers’ orders
46%

Staffing required to manage order processing

43%

Expediting orders

35%

Shipping delays and other transportation issues

31%

Order entry errors
Failure to meet promises to customers
Number of systems to support order management cycle

24%
18%
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Other

“We need applications
optimized or ‘smarter work
tasks’ for the labor time/cost
to be minimized, so we can
achieve a higher quantity of
products handled per labor/
hour than are currently
being achieved.”
— Warehouse &
Distribution Management;
Food and Beverage;
$1B – $2.5B
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New offerings and services
In this competitive market, customer expectations are higher than ever. As a
result, a significant percentage of manufacturers, distributors and retailers is
currently offering overnight delivery, shipping orders the same day they are
placed, providing free shipping or shipping discounts to “valued” customers,
providing same-day delivery for local orders, or offering free or discounted
shipping on orders over a given dollar amount. Those who aren’t currently
offering those services expect to offer them within the next two years.

Services now offered and will offer in two years
Overnight delivery
Same-day delivery for local orders

24%

18%

33%

49%

Free shipping/shipping discounts
to “valued” customers

47%

Free/discounted shipping on
orders over a given dollar amount
Now

67% 9%

14%

44%

39%

21%

In two years

35%

No plans

What’s more, respondents are employing a variety of customer service
offerings and distribution models to satisfy those demands. These are as
varied as buying online and shipping to a customer from a DC to buying
online and providing pickup in the store. Respondents expect to offer all of
these alternatives in the next two years.

Common procurement and delivery paradigms
Buy online, ship to customer from distribution center
Buy and pick up in store
Order in-store, ship to customer

43%
22%

27%
28%
27%
33%

Buy online, ship to customer from vendor

Other

37%

30%
25%

Buy online, ship to customer from store

Buy online, pick up in store

52%

21%
16%
18%
16%
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Now
In two years
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Order fulfillment profiles
A variety of facilities is being used to fulfill orders and provide shipping options.

Facilities used for order fulfillment
Distribution centers

76%

3rd party

24%
23%

Stores

19%

Fulfillment centers
Other

8%

Nearly half (47 percent) said they fulfill all retail, online and catalog orders
through a single distribution center. The others are employing multiple
distribution centers, with each dedicated to fulfilling orders from a single channel
(37 percent) or some other model (16 percent); it might include utilizing a 3PL,
a retailer’s stores or drop shipments from a vendor. What’s more, two-thirds of
respondents rated the performance of their distribution strategy very good or
excellent.

Rating the performance of their respective distribution model
9%

Excellent

15%

61%

Very good

50%

26%

Good

26%

4%

Fair
Poor

7%
2%

We fulfill all retail, online,
catalog, etc., orders through
a single distribution center

We employ multiple distribution
centers, with each one mostly
dedicated to fulfilling orders that
come in from a specific channel
(i.e., one DC for online orders, one DC
for retail, one for distributors, etc.)
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Most respondents are managing all (54 percent) or some (22 percent) of
their order fulfillment operations in-house. Only 13 percent are currently
outsourcing all of their order fulfillment operations, and another 9 percent
plan to outsource in the future. Another 3 percent intend to pull outsourced
operations back in-house.

Outsourcing order fulfillment operations
We neither outsource nor have plans to outsource 54%
We outsource some tasks and keep others in-house 22%
We now outsource 13%
We don’t outsource now, but will be outsourcing

9%

We outsource but will be pulling these tasks back in-house 3%

Those pulling tasks back in-house want better control over their processes
to meet the demands of multi-channel fulfillment, to add value to their
customers, improve lead times or because of lower sales volumes.
Those who intend to outsource are doing so to lower their labor and
operational costs, to serve new or remote markets such as the West Coast
or areas where they have a limited sales presence, or to have products
drop shipped directly from a manufacturer or other supplier.

“Certain products can be
shipped directly from the
supplier using our part
numbers and labels.”
— Corporate Management;
Wholesale;
$100M – $250M

“We outsource some
delivery in markets that are
geographically distant from
our nearest distribution
centers until sales reach a
point in which the cost of
outsourcing has outgrown
the cost of establishing an
additional DC.”
— Distribution Management;
Food & Beverage;
$250M – $500M
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Technology is an enabler of omni-channel order fulfillment
Technology is an enabler of omni-channel order fulfillment. Yet, not all
respondents are using supply chain software systems to support their order
fulfillment operations.
Only 33 percent have deployed a warehouse management system, and
31 percent are relying on an ERP system. Just 18 percent are utilizing an
order management solution, and 8 percent have implemented a warehouse
control system to manage automated materials handling.

Solutions being used to support order fulfillment operations

WMS 33%
ERP 31%
Order management solutions 18%
WCS 8%
Otherr 10%

Manual solutions also predominate when it comes to ensuring that the
perfect order is shipped to customers. Sixty-two percent of respondents are
relying on manual or visual checks to verify the quality of their shipments.
Automated solutions include a barcode scan of a packing list/invoice,
automated print/apply for shipment labels, directed picking solutions,
additional product barcode scans and weight checks.

Solutions being used to ensure the perfect order
62%

Manual/visual check
Barcode scan of packing list/invoice and other required
materials (e.g., brochures, flyers)

46%

Automated print/apply for shipping labels

40%

Directed picking systems
(e.g., pick to light, voice pick, RF, smart cart)

40%

Additional product barcode scan

38%

Weight check

38%
34%

Post-packing audit
Goods to person automation

18%
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A number of respondents intend to close the technology gaps in their
operations in the future. These indicated they are evaluating and implementing
ERP systems, upgrading their WMS and transportation management systems,
and adding automatic data capture technologies such as barcode scanning
and voice-directed picking.

— Corporate Management;
Wholesale;
<$100M

Room for improvement
Respondents recognize the need to measure and improve the performance
of their operations. Nearly 70 percent indicated they perform analysis to
understand the effectiveness of their distribution operations. Of those,
88 percent are analyzing labor costs, 79 percent are measuring fulfillment
accuracy, and 72 percent are tracking the time to process an order.

88%

Labor costs

79%

Fulfillment accuracy

72%

Time to process an order
Store sales

36%

Web sales

36%

Web visits

34%
28%

Other 7%
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“We are looking at
barcoding to improve order
pulling and accuracy.”
— Purchasing Management;
Retail;
<$100M

Aspects of distribution operations being analyzed

The perfect order

“We plan to optimize our
operations by extending
the use of technology to
functional areas along with
increased training.”
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Just 34 percent are analyzing the perfect order. Those respondents who
are analyzing their orders are gauging a variety of attributes, including the
accuracy of the order (66 percent), the on-time shipment (59 percent), the
cost to fulfill an order (53 percent) and customer satisfaction (45 percent).

Aspects of orders being gauged
66%

Order accuracy

59%

On-time shipment

53%

Cost to fulfill

45%

Customer experience/customer satisfaction

41%

No damages

25%

Proper documentation
All of these

20%

Respondents who would like to improve their operations are focused
on a number of areas, including inventory management (56 percent),
e-commerce fulfillment (36 percent), order customization (27 percent)
and retrieval of electronic data (23 percent).

Fulfillment operations processes looking to improve
56%

Inventory management

36%

e-commerce fulfillment

27%

Order customization
Retrieval of electronic data

23%

Packaging

23%

Bulk order processing
Invoicing

18%
15%
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Investing for the future
Few question that the multi-channel distribution space will evolve in the next
one to two years. We asked respondents to look ahead over the next 12 to
24 months and identify the next “big thing” they expect to take place in their
order fulfillment and distribution operations.
Their answers were broad and varied. However, several respondents
identified changes in the way orders are shipped and delivered to
customers, such as “same-day delivery and changes to meet consumer
demands,” “unattended delivery to retail locations,” and “containerization for
same-day delivery to more customers.”
Still others mentioned improvements in technology and automation in their
facilities, including “more systems integration” and “improve computer
systems.” A number of respondents mentioned “more automation,” including
“robotics.”
Similarly, the majority of respondents (54 percent) expect to invest in their
distribution operations in the next year, including investments in software
and technology (72 percent) and automated materials handling systems
(44 percent).

Areas of fulfillment operations targeted for investments
72%

Software and technology (WMS, WCS, picking, etc.)

44%

Automated systems (sortation, conveying, equipment, etc.)

41%

Labor
Transportation
Packaging and materials

32%
29%

Outsourced services 10%
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The anticipated return on these investments ranged from six months to more
than 48 months. Regardless of the timetable, 87 percent of respondents
indicated the ROI was acceptable to management (66 percent) or that “it is
what it is” (21 percent).

Return on investments for order fulfillment operations
Within 6 months

8%

Between 6–12 months 27%
Between 12–24 months 36%
Between 24–48 months 18%
More than 48 months 12%
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Methodology
This research was conducted by Peerless Research Group on behalf of
Modern Materials Handling magazine for FORTE. This study was executed
in April/May 2013 and was administered over the Internet among subscribers
to MMH.
Respondents were qualified for being involved in decisions regarding the
evaluation, operation, recommendation or purchase of distribution or order
fulfillment solutions for their organization. Individuals were further screened
for being employed in retail, wholesale, with an e-commerce business, a
3PL, or with a food and beverage, consumer goods, textiles and apparel, or
electronics manufacturer.
The findings are based on information collected among 182 individuals.
Respondents are primarily executive management (32 percent); warehouse,
distribution or logistics management (30 percent); plant management
(14 percent); purchasing management (13 percent); and engineering
management (9 percent). More than half work at warehousing or distribution
centers (52 percent), including 8 percent who work in warehouses supporting
manufacturing operations. About one-third (34 percent) are located at
corporate headquarters, while 15 percent are employed at manufacturing
locations. All company sizes are well-represented: 46 percent are employed
with companies reporting less than $100 million in annual revenues,
30 percent work at businesses having revenues between $100 and
$999.9 million, and 24 percent are with organizations with $1 billion or
more in annual sales.
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About FORTE
FORTE is a leading distribution consulting/engineering, design/build and
software technology firm focused on driving high-performance distribution
operations for many of the world’s fastest-growing brands. The company is
an expert in designing and implementing multi-channel fulfillment operations
for companies in a variety of industries.
FORTE’s next generation of warehouse control system (WCS 2.0) software,
the Smart Warehouse Suite™, maximizes automation functionality while
delivering real-time operational intelligence. Designed for the complex
requirements of today’s highly automated, multi-channel fulfillment
operations, the Smart Warehouse Suite provides supply chain managers with
performance metrics and analytics delivered in a new, easy-to-use graphical
user interface with remote monitoring capabilities.

Contact Information:

FORTE
6037 Commerce Court
Mason, Ohio 45040
(513) 398.2800 Main Phone
(800) 796.5566 Toll-Free
info@FORTE-Industries.com
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